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Abstract
Research into binary network analysis of brain function faces a methodological challenge in
selecting an appropriate threshold to binarise edge weights. For EEG phase-based func-
tional connectivity, we test the hypothesis that such binarisation should take into account
the complex hierarchical structure found in functional connectivity. We explore the density
range suitable for such structure and provide a comparison of state-of-the-art binarisation
techniques, the recently proposed Cluster-Span Threshold (CST), minimum spanning
trees, efficiency-cost optimisation and union of shortest path graphs, with arbitrary propor-
tional thresholds and weighted networks. We test these techniques on weighted complex
hierarchy models by contrasting model realisations with small parametric differences. We
also test the robustness of these techniques to random and targeted topological attacks.
We find that the CST performs consistenty well in state-of-the-art modelling of EEG network
topology, robustness to topological network attacks, and in three real datasets, agreeing
with our hypothesis of hierarchical complexity. This provides interesting new evidence
into the relevance of considering a large number of edges in EEG functional connectivity
research to provide informational density in the topology.
Introduction
Functional connectivity assesses the interdependent relationships between time-series recorded
at spatially separated brain regions. Estimating and analysing functional connectivity using net-
work science is an established methodology for extracting functional information from brain
recordings taken using various platforms, most prominently the Electroencephalogram (EEG)
and the Magnetoencephalogram (MEG) for high temporal resolution and functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) for high spatial resolution [1]. Networks are proficient in their abil-
ity to capture the interdependent activity which underlies brain function [2], enabling powerful
methods for classification of clinical patients [3] including in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [4] and
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Data Availability Statement: The EEG PLI
adjacency matrices, all MATLAB functions and
scripts are available in the University of
Edinburgh’s data depository here: http://datashare.
is.ed.ac.uk/handle/10283/2783. Raw data of the
eyes open and closed resting states are available
from the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/
jbysn/) at doi:10.17605/OSF.IO/JBYSN, file
NBTcleanDemoset(1).zip. The de-identified data set
of Alzheimer’s disease patients and control can be
found at the same Open Science Framework DOI in
the compressed file AD_data.tar.gz. The visual
short-term memory task data set is owned by Dr.
Schizophrenia [5]. Such analysis generally falls under the nomenclature of brain networks [1],
which also includes studies of the brain’s physical connections referred to as structural
connectivity.
Functional connectivity defined between all possible pairs of brain regions, whether sensors
or cortical sources from the EEG or the MEG or partitioning of spatial regions in fMRI,
present the researcher with a full adjacency matrix whose entries are only distinguished by rel-
ativity of weights. Since the most popular network science techniques are based on binary net-
works, initial efforts on the analysis of brain network topologies were implemented via the
binarisation of the weights using some arbitrarily chosen thresholds with some good success
[1, 6, 7]. Still, studying the original weighted networks holds appeal in that it is more direct
and has advantages of maintaining the information of relative strengths of connections [8].
However, these computed weights are known to vary due to any number of different pre-pro-
cessing choices or connectivity analyses implemented, thus complicating comparisons and
obfuscating results [3, 9]. Furthermore, since the weights of dependency measures generally
follow a non-scaling distribution between 0 and 1, many interesting topological considerations
in binary networks, such as concerning paths, become redundant in light of the fact that the
shortest weighted path between any two nodes is likely to be just the weighted edge connecting
them [10]. Therefore, binarising the weights remains a more widely used approach which can
explain the main topology of the underlying activity while alleviating methodological biasing
and topological redundancy of weights.
Selecting a method to binarise the network is thus seen as a major step in network construc-
tion in which the researcher is presented with a large degree of subjective choice [2, 9, 11, 12].
Because of this, recent research emphasises the importance of solutions to the thresholding or
binarisation problem in functional connectivity [12–20]. While some find sparsity desirable
based on the physiological hypothesis that function should be regarded as emerging through
physically connected regions explained by a low wiring cost [6, 15, 19], others propose that less
strong connections do not necessarily mean lower importance [21, 22] and, indeed, in real
data analysis higher densities have been found to be as or more relevant [7, 18, 23]. In this
study we focus on a particular case of phase-based connectivity obtained from EEG signals
and hypothesise that the recently found complex hierarchical topology in this modality [24]
contributes important information found only in higher densities.
In the case of EEG recorded at the scalp, one measures the electromagnetic activity of the
brain after its propogation through the layers of bone and tissue of the head and is thus suscep-
tible to noise and volume conduction effects. Nonetheless, its combination of practicality, por-
tability and high temporal resolution make it a very appealing methodology. It has recently
been uncovered that the hierarchical structure of EEG functional connectivity is a key aspect
of its informational complexity [24]. Indeed, this article also showed that functional connectiv-
ity is characterised by high degree variance which is indicative of the large range of the general
strength of network nodes. That is, one can expect that certain nodes have generally large adja-
cent weights, while others may have generally small adjacent weights. For a given node, the
relativity of weight magnitudes of edges adjacent to the other nodes in the network is thus
important to keep track of throughout the network and not just in the largest connections and
nodes in the highest hierarchy levels as would be promoted in sparse densities, see Fig 1. Thus
we propose that any useful binarisation technique for EEG phase-based functional connectiv-
ity should necessarily be able to account for the density of information inherent in a broad
complex hierarchical structure. It should follow that sparsity is not necessarily a desirable fea-
ture of such brain functional networks and also that statistical thresholding on a case by case
basis of the connectivity computations does not necessarily translate to a topological advantage
in the resulting networks.
Complex hierarchical topology and network binarisation
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To provide rigorous simulation results for binarisation techniques, we implement the
Weighted Complex Hierarchy (WCH) model [24]. To our knowledge, this is the only genera-
tive weighted model of EEG functional connectivity to date which approximates the topologi-
cal characteristics of EEG functional connectivity over the full range of densities. Moreover,
the parameters of the model provide a fine-tuning of hierarchical topology which allows us to
create a ground truth of subtly different topologies. Here we exploit this to assess the ability of
binarisation methods to correctly identify topological differences between networks. This is
intentionally done to echo the setup of a neuroscientific study and make the simulations as rel-
evant as possible to the research community. This follows since, for the lack of a ground truth,
studies in network neuroscience are generally based on contrasting conditions such as in cog-
nitive tasks or contrasting populations where, for example, network features of patients are
compared against those of healthy, age-matched controls [4].
Using simulations, we seek to clarify how network size and density range may effect the
ability to discern small topological differences in network topology. In analysis, we compare
state-of-the-art non-arbitrary binarisation techniques with a number of arbitrary percentage
thresholds. Here we provide an extensive and full comparison of state-of-the-art non-arbitrary
binarisation techniques- the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) [15, 25], Union of Shortest
Paths (USP) [17], the Cluster-Span Threshold (CST) [10, 26], Efficiency Cost Optimisation
(ECO) [19]. We also compare with weighted networks to directly compare binary and
weighted approaches, as well as a number of arbitrary density thresholds for distinguishing
Fig 1. Illustration of the likelihood of an edge appearing between nodes i and j, in hierarchy levels denoted by the x and y axes, in
the binarised form of a weighted hierarchical network. Left, the effects of increasing binarised network density (strongest weights kept)
on the hierarchical information of the network where black indicates 0% density and white indicates 100% density.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.g001
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differences. The MST and ECO create very sparse networks while the CST is notable in its pro-
duction of consistently medium density networks (30–50%) and the density of the USP
depends on the distribution of edge weights [10].
We further analyse these techniques when the simulations are subject to random and tar-
geted topological attack. We regard these as random and targeted attacks [27] which preserve
the network size. This is desirable given that many metric values are dependent on network
size [28]. By randomising a percentage of weights in populations of subtly different complex
hierarchical networks in parallel we can test how well the binarisation techniques can still
uncover the differences between these populations, under varying sizes of ‘attack’. We imple-
ment these analyses to test the binarisation techniques’ robustness in representing true net-
work characteristics in the face of noise and/or outliers in the estimation of coupling between
brain time series.
We go on to apply our non-arbitary binarisation techniques to three real EEG datasets. We
compare our thresholds on distinguishing the well known alpha activity existing between eyes
open vs eyes closed resting state conditions in healthy volunteers with a 129 channel EEG [29].
We then compare these techniques for distinguishing visual short-term memory binding tasks
in healthy young volunteers with a 30 channel EEG [26]. Finally, we compare our techniques
in distinguishing between AD patients and healthy control in a 16 channel EEG set-up [30].
The varying sizes of these networks provides evidence for the translatability of the methods to
different network sizes in the applied setting. The scripts, functions and data sets used in this
study are available at the University of Edinburgh’s data depository: http://datashare.is.ed.ac.
uk/handle/10283/2783.
Methods
This section details the network simulations (A), binarisation techniques (B), network metrics
(C), statistical tests (D) and real datasets (E) used in this study. Let W be a weighted adjacency
matrix for an undirected graph G ¼ ðE;VÞ such that wij is the weight of the edge between ver-
tices i and j in G and G has no multiple edges or self-loops. A simple graph is a graph such that
wij 2 {0, 1} for all i and j and wij = 0 for i = j, where 1 indicates the existence of an edge. Then
n ¼ jVj is the size of the network and m is the number of undirected edges so that 2m is the
number of non-zero entries in the symmetric adjacency matrix.
Simulated experiments
Complex hierarchy models. The Weighted Complex Hierarchy (WCH) network takes
the existence probabilities of edges in an Erdo¨s-Re´nyi random network [31] as the base weights
of the edges. It then randomly chooses the number of hierarchical levels (between 2 and 5)
before randomly assigning nodes to these h levels, based on a geometric cumulative distribu-
tion function with a default parameter of 0.6. All of the edges adjacent to nodes in a given level
are then provided an addition weight of (h − 1)s for some suitably chosen strength parameter,
s. The weight of an edge in the WCH model is then wij ¼ wij þ ðhðiÞ   1Þsþ ðhðjÞ   1Þs,
where wij is distributed uniformly in [0, 1] and h(i) is the hierarchical level of node i. By fine-
tuning the strength parameter, these networks have been shown to mimic the topology of EEG
networks formed from the weighted phase-lag index [24]. Small differences in parameter
determine the strength of the hierarchical structure of the network: s = 0 gives a random net-
work; s = 1 gives a strict ‘class-based’ topology determined by the node hierarchical levels.
Thus, a larger strength parameter provides a network with a more rigid hierarchical structure.
We repeat this methodology for networks with 16, 32, 64 and 128 nodes, spanning a large
range of network sizes as used in current research, e.g. see [4].
Complex hierarchical topology and network binarisation
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Experimental design. For the simulations, we follow the procedure as illustrated in Fig 2.
WCH models are generated as a ground truth to test ability of binarisation techniques to dis-
tinguish subtly different populations of size 20. These different populations are generated
using realisations of the WCH model with small differences in the strength parameter, s. The
procedure thus follows that of a typical clinical study, where small populations of contrasted
conditions are analysed using network science techniques with statistical tests used to deter-
mine significance of the differences between the populations.
Random and targeted topological attacks. We test the robustness of the given binarisa-
tion techniques by subjecting these same simulated networks to random and targeted ‘topolog-
ical attacks’ before implementing similar topological comparative analysis as above. Random
and targeted attacks were originally formulated by deleting entire nodes from the network
[27]. We implement a weight randomising approach, thus preserving network size which is
important when comparing different metrics [28]. Further, this is more relevant to brain net-
works where the network size is determined a-priori, but rather the information recorded at
the nodes are susceptible to attacks. These random topological attacks are implemented by
substituting the WCH models weights with corresponding non-zero entries of a sparse, ran-
domly weighted adjacency matrix. We implement this comparison by increasing the density of
the sparse matrix, i.e. densities of 0, 0.05, 0.1, . . ., 0.95, 1. Targeted topological attacks are
implemented similarly except the attacks are restricted only to those nodes whose average
adjacent weight is over one standard deviation above the mean, relating to those nodes with
abnormally strong connectivity. Such strongly weighted nodes are known as ‘hub’ nodes for
their importance to the topology of the network.
Network binarisation
Minimum spanning tree. The MST is a construction based binarisation approach which
obtains a tree by selecting the strongest edges of the network such that the network is fully con-
nected and no cycles are present. The algorithm for its construction is well known [32] and
included in popular toolboxes [33].
Union of shortest paths. The USP is another construction based approach to unbiased
network binarisation [17]. The shortest path between two nodes in a network is the set of
edges with the minimum sum of weights connecting them. This can be constructed using e.g.
Dijkstra’s [34] algorithm to find the shortest paths between each pair of nodes in the network,
adding all the edges of those paths to an initially empty binary network. Because connectivity
has an inverse relation to distance, the weights of the network must first be relationally
inversed in order to construct the shortest paths. This inversion process can take several forms
which involves a certain amount of subjective discretion and depends largely on the distribu-
tion of the original weights. For our study we choose W^ ¼   ln ðWÞ=a, where
a ¼ minfNg s:t: maxi;jðw^ijÞ < 1; ð1Þ
as it has been shown to offer a better spread of metric magnitudes which is important for
shortest path problems [10].
Cluster-span threshold. The CST chooses the binary network at the point where open to
closed triples are balanced [26]. This balance occurs when CGlob = 0.5, which is obvious from
the definition. Importantly, the balancing of this topological characteristic necessarily endows
the binary network with a trade-off of sparsity to density of edges. We see this since a network
is sparse if most triples are open and dense if most triples are closed. It is hypothesised that this
balance achieves an informational richness useful for capturing different topologies of EEG
functional connectivity [24].
Complex hierarchical topology and network binarisation
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The algorithm for the CST computes the binary networks for each possible number of stron-
gest edges between 15% to 85%, rounded to the closest real edge density. The clustering coeffi-
cient is then computed for each of these networks, obtaining a vector C = {C15, C16, . . ., C84,
C85}, where Ci is the clustering coefficient of the binary network at the ith% density, rounded to
the nearest number of edges. Then the network of the CST is the binary network corresponding
to Z = argmini(Ci − 0.5), i.e. the threshold achieving minimum value of the vector C minus the
clustering coefficient value which obtains an equilibrium between triangles and non-triangle
triples, 0.5. The values of 15% and 85% are chosen as safe values based on experimental evi-
dence [10, 26]. Particularly, below 15%, real brain networks can have a tendency to fracture
into more than one component, thus making calculations of metric values, including the clus-
tering coefficient, inconsistent and unreliable [7].
Efficiency-cost optimisation threshold. The ECO proposes a threshold to keep the stron-
gest 1.5n edges (equivalent to a density threshold of 3/(n-1)) which is an approximation based
on consistent observations of simulated and real brain networks of the maximum ratio of the
combined local and global network efficiencies and density [19]. It is hypothesised that such a
trade-off of network efficiency and sparsity provides networks which are meaningful to the
concept of economy in brain function [35].
Arbitrary proportional thresholds. Arbitrary thresholds can be chosen by either choos-
ing a weight above which edges are kept and below which edges are discarded, or by choosing
a percentage of strongest weighted edges to keep in the network. The latter choice is more
robust and easier to compare between different set-ups and subjects because it keeps the con-
nection density constant and thus is not affected by the values of the weights, which may vary
wildly particularly when considering the comparison of different connectivity measures. In
order to cover the density ranges of both the sparsity hypothesis and the hierarchical complex-
ity hypothesis, we choose arbitrary thresholds which maintain the strongest 5%, 10%, 20%,
Fig 2. Methodological steps in the evaluation of binarisation techniques for determining ground truth topological differences.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.g002
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30%, 40%, and 50% of edges to make sure we cover the relevant array of connection densities
whilst reducing redundancy. Note, very sparse densities are already covered by the MST and
ECO thresholds.
Network metrics
To analyse the simulated and real EEG networks we use a variety of common metrics.
• The characteristic path length, L, is the average of the shortest path lengths between all
pairs of nodes in the graph [36].
• The efficiency, Eff of a weighted network is the mean of one over the shortest path lengths,
thus inversely related to L [33].
• The diameter, D, of a graph is the largest shortest path length between any two nodes in the
graph [15].
• The clustering coefficient, C, is the mean over i of the ratio of triangles to triples centred at
node i [36].
• The weighted clustering coefficient, CW, is a weighted version of the clustering co-efficient
for binary networks.
• The leaf fraction, LF, of a tree is the fraction of nodes in the graph with degree one. Note,
every path containing such a node either begins or ends at that node [15].
• The edge density, P, is the ratio of the number of edges in the graph to the total possible
number of edges for a graph with the same number of nodes, i.e. P = 2m/n(n − 1) [36]. For
the CST, P takes an inversely relational position to C of proportional thresholds. This can be
seen by considering two weighted networks whose values of C increase monotonically with
increasing P and such that one has higher values of C than the other, which is a working
assumption in our case. Then the network with the greater values of C will attain its CST at a
lower density, P. In a similar vein, P of the USP is inversely related to L of proportional
thresholds- the higher the density of the USP, the shorter the average shortest path in the
weighted network.
• The degree variance, V, is the variance of the degrees of the graph which distinguishes the
level of scale-freeness present in the graph topology [24].
• The maximum degree, MD, of a network is just as named- the degree of the node with the
most adjacent edges in the network [15].
For each binarisation technique we choose three metrics to analyse the subsequent binary
networks. These differ for each technique because of the construction of the network. Particu-
larly, the MST metrics are chosen based on a study of Tewarie et al. [15]. Similarily, we choose
three weighted metrics for analysing the original weighted networks. These choices can be
found in Table 1. We try as much as possible to stick to three main categories of metrics for
each binarisation technique: segregation (M1 in Table 1), efficiency (M2) and irregularity
(M3) [1, 24]. This notably deviates for M3 in the weighted case where the mean weight of the
network edges, μW, is an appropriate and more obvious choice of metric than the variance of
those weights.
Functional connectivity. For the real EEG datasets, FIR bandpass filters were imple-
mented for α (8–13Hz), β (13–32Hz) or both bands, as specified in the Materials. The filter
order of 70 is used to provide a good trade-off between sharp transitions between the pass and
stop bands while keeping the filter order low. The filtered signals were then analysed for
Complex hierarchical topology and network binarisation
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pairwise connectivity using a suitable representative of the various phase-based methods [37],
the Phase Lag Index (PLI) [38], to account for the important phase-dependence information
seen to underlie electrophysioliogical brain activity [39]. This avoids the problems of volume
conduction found in e.g. correlation or coherence by relying solely on the phase lead/lag infor-
mation of the signal to negate the redundant correlation effects of synchronous time-series
analysis. The PLI between time series i and j is defined as
PLIij ¼ jhsgnðiðtÞ   jðtÞÞij; ð2Þ
where the instantaneous phase at time t, ϕk(t), is regarded as the angle of the Hilbert transform
of the signal k at time t. These values were averaged over trials to obtain one connectivity
matrix per subject per condition.
Statistical testing
In the simulations we undergo 50 simulated trials of two populations of 20 networks for each
of a combination of populations. A population of networks is selected from a bank of 1000
WCH networks with given strength parameter. These banks exist for s = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2,
0.25 and 0.3. The other population in the trial then comes from a WCH bank with strength
parameter with 0.05 difference. We undergo such trials for all possible combinations of 0.05
differences. We binarise these networks using each of our binarisation methods. We then com-
pute the three metrics, M1, M2 and M3, for each of these networks (weighted metrics are com-
puted from the original weighted networks). We perform population t-tests of these metrics
for the WCH binarisations. The assumption of normality of these populations of values are
validated with z-tests. We choose the best metric of the three to represent the ability of the
binarisation method to discern subtle topological differences where the ‘best’ metric is chosen
as that which attains the maximum number of significant p-values out of the 50 simulated tri-
als which are less than the standard α = 0.05 level. If two or more metrics obtain the maximum
value, we then choose the one with the lowest mean log of p-values. Choosing the log in this
instance emphasises the importance of smaller p-values for distinguishing differences. The
number of differences discovered, taken as a percentage of the total number of trials run, then
represents the ‘accuracy’ of the binarisation technique at distinguishing the ground truth, i.e.
that the topologies of the populations are different.
Materials
Eyes open—Eyes closed resting state data
The eyes-open, eyes closed 129 node dataset is available online under an Open Database
License. We obtained the dataset from the Neurophysilogical Biomarker Toolbox tutorial [29].
It consists for 16 volunteers and is downsampled to 200Hz. We used the clean dataset which
we re-referenced to an average reference before further analysis. The data were filtered in
alpha (8–13Hz), according to known effects [40], using an order 70 FIR bandpass filter with
Table 1. Grouped topological metrics- three for each network type.
Metric CST MST USP ECO Weight %T
M1 P LF C C CW C
M2 L D P L Eff L
M3 V MD V V μW V
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.t001
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hamming windows at 0.5Hz resolution. For each subject we take one arbitrarily long 1000
sample epoch (5s) from the 1000–2000th samples, for each subject.
Visual short-term memory binding task data
We study a 30-channel EEG dataset for 19 healthy young volunteers participating in different
VSTM tasks. Full details of the task can be found in [23]. Written consent was given by all sub-
jects and the study was approved by the Psychology Research Ethics Committee, University of
Edinburgh. The task was to remember objects consisting of either black shapes (Shape) or
shapes with associated colours (Binding), presented in either the left or right side of the screen.
The sampling rate is 250 Hz and a bandpass of 0.01–40 Hz was used in recording. Based on rel-
evant results [23, 26], the data were filtered in beta (13–32Hz) using an order 70 FIR bandpass
filter with hamming windows at 0.5Hz resolution. The epochs are 1s long and the number of
trials is 65.7 ± 9.27 (mean ± SD). PLI adjacency matrices are averaged over trials.
Alzheimer’s disease data
The EEG recordings were taken from 12 AD patients and 11 healthy control subjects. The
patients -5 men and 7 women; age = 72.8 ± 8.0 years, mean ± standard deviation (SD)- were
recruited from the Alzheimer’s Patients’ Relatives Association of Valladolid (AFAVA). They
all fulfilled the criteria for probable AD. EEG activity was recorded at the University Hospital
of Valladolid (Spain) after the patients had undergone clinical evaluation including clinical his-
tory, neurological and physical examinations, brain scans and a Mini Mental State Examina-
tion (MMSE) to assess their cognitive ability [41]. The ethics committee of the Hospital
Clinico Universitario de Valladolid approved the study and control subjects and all caregivers
of the patients gave their written informed consent for participation. The 16 channel EEG
recordings were made using Profile Study Room 2.3.411 EEG equipment (Oxford Instru-
ments) in accordance with the international 10–20 system. Full details can be found in [30].
The data were filtered both in alpha (8–13Hz) and beta (13–32Hz) as in [10], for separate anal-
ysis, using an order 70 FIR bandpass filter with hamming windows at 0.5Hz resolution.
Recordings were visually inspected by a specialist physician who selected epochs with minimal
artefactual activity of 5s (1280 points) from the data for further analysis. The average number
of these epochs per electrode per subject was 28.8 ± 15.5 (mean ± SD).
The EEG PLI adjacency matrices used in this study are available at the University of Edin-
burgh’s data depository at http://datashare.is.ed.ac.uk/handle/10283/2783.
Results
Sensitivity to subtle topological differences in synthetic EEG connectivity
Fig 3 shows the results for differences discovered between WCH models with differences in
strength parameter of 0.05. The grand averages are shown in Table 2 The CST is shown to out-
perform other non-arbitrary methods in general. In testing the comparisons of the WCH
model with varying strength parameter, s, it discovers significant differences at the α = 5%
level 71.3% of the time over all strength comparisons and network sizes, Table 2. On the other
hand, the MST discovers just 22.4% of the differences, the USP discovers 50% of the differ-
ences and the weighted metrics discover just 40.5% of the differences. Out of these methods, in
fact, it discovers the most differences in all but two cases- those being the 0.1 vs 0.15 compari-
son in the 16 node networks and the 0.25 vs 0.3 node comparison in the 128 node cases, of
which the USP is best on both occasions.
Complex hierarchical topology and network binarisation
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In comparison with arbitrary percentage thresholds the CST appears to perform approxi-
mately the same as the 40% proportional threshold which discerns a slightly higher rate of
71.5% of differences over all cases. The 50% threshold also appears to be good at discerning
differences here with an overall rate of 70.4% of differences discovered. These results agree
Fig 3. Percentage of topological differences discovered from population t-tests between WCH models. The y-axis shows s = a vs. s
= b for WCH populations with strength parameter, s. The x-axis shows the binarisation method used where W is the weighted approach and
percentages indicate arbitrary density thresholds.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.g003
Table 2. Grand average percentage of topological differences discovered between weighted complex hierarchy models.
Method CST MST USP ECO Weight
Grand Average 71.3% 22.4% 50.0% 53.38% 40.5%
Method 50% T 40% T 30% T 20% T 10% T 5% T
Grand Average 70.4% 71.5% 67.3% 60.0% 41.3% 41.6%
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.t002
Complex hierarchical topology and network binarisation
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with the hypothesis that complex hierarchical structures are best captured by larger density
ranges. It is important to recall that we need non-arbitrary solutions rather than simply to find
the best possible threshold for these specific simulations. With this in mind we can see that,
compared to the other techniques, the CST outperforms the field in this study.
Robustness to random and targeted topological attacks
The robustness to random and targeted topological attacks is evaluated by comparing the met-
rics from the attacked WCH models over all non-arbitrary binarisation techniques using pop-
ulation t-tests as before. For these analyses we look at the case in Table 2 with the maximum
ratio between the mean and standard deviation of accuracy over binarisation techniques, i.e.
the case which maximises the ratio of average performance and comparability of perfor-
mances. This happens in the 32 node case (6.3538) with differences in strength parameter of
s = 0.1 and s = 0.15. The grand percentage over all sizes of attack for p-values below 0.05 for
each metric is presented in Fig 4 for both random and targeted topological attacks. Generally,
the binarisation methods as well as the weighted metrics are more robust to targeted attacks
than to random attacks. Notably, the CST maintains the highest average accuracy of distin-
guishing topological differences for all metrics and both random and targeted attacks. This is
particularly evident in the targeted attacks. For both kinds of attack, the weighted metrics
come in second best while the ECO, the USP and MST perform relatively poorly.
The metric achieving highest accuracy for each binarisation technique and for each size of
attack is shown in Fig 5 for both random and targeted topological attacks.
Strictly in terms of robustness, as opposed to best accuracy, the weighted networks prove
the best, with the least detriment noted by increasing the size of attack in its topological acuity
(green). The CST also does well here. For the random topological attacks, even at 50% of con-
nections attacked, the CST notes an accuracy of 70% (blue line). The USP (yellow), MST (red)
Fig 4. Percentage of topological differences discovered from population t-tests via binarisation methods (CST, MST, USP, ECO
and weighted network (W)) between WCH models (s = 0.1 vs. s = 0.15) with random and targeted network attacks. M1, M2 and M3
as in Table 1.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.g004
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and ECO (purple) networks are not at all robust to random topological attacks in this scenario
with immediate drop offs on the implementation of attacks.
For the targeted topological attacks (Fig 5, right), the CST network (blue) shows the most
resilience with no noticeable depreciation of accuracy. The other methods, in contrast, show a
notable decrease in accuracy as more weights are randomised.
Real dataset results
We maintain our focus on comparing non-arbitrary methods since arbitrary approaches are
inappropriate for neurophysiological studies where one can pick from an order of n(n − 1)/2
thresholds.
Table 3 shows the results for distinguishing the difference in α activity well known to exist
between eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions [40]. The CST finds a significant difference in
V of eyes open and eyes closed resting state activity indicating that the phase-dependent topol-
ogy of EEG activity is less scale-free in the eyes-open condition implying greater hub domi-
nance in the eyes-closed condition, see Fig 6, left. All of the weighted metrics also find
significant differences. Neither the MST or USP find any differences between these conditions.
Probing further, ρ(M1, M2) being the correlation coefficient of metric values across subjects of
Fig 5. Percentage accuracy of method for distinguishing topological differences between attacked WCH models against the size
of those attacks for random topological attacks (left) and targeted topological attacks (right). The values plotted are the maximum
from the three metrics, M1, M2 and M3 (as in Table 1), for the corresponding technique as indicated in the legend.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.g005
Table 3. The p-values from paired t-tests between eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) in α-band 129-channel EEG PLI networks. Underline: Best
value for each method. Bold: Significant values. M1, M2 and M3 as in Table 1.
Metric CST MST USP ECO Weight
M1 0.7504 0.4178 0.5063 0.6034 0.0016
M2 0.9319 0.4513 0.9942 0.5281 0.0034
M3 0.0006 0.9616 0.6577 0.6805 0.0016
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.t003
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metrics M1 and M2 as defined in Table 1, the weighted metrics in this case are all very highly
correlated (all> 0.95 Pearson correlation coefficient, ρ, Table 4) within condition. Therefore
they cannot be seen to provide any distinct topological information. The corresponding corre-
lations of the CST show a more distinct topological characterisation, see Table 4.
Table 5 shows the results for distinguishing the difference in β activity existing between
Shape and Binding tasks when tested in the Left and Right sides of the screen separately. A
significant difference is found in V of the CST networks in the Right condition. This indi-
cates that the phase-dependent topology of EEG activity is less scale-free in the Binding con-
dition implying greater hub dominance in the Shape condition, see Fig 6, right. On the other
hand, a significant difference (p = 0.0059) is found in C for the ECO networks in the Left
condition. This indicates sparse density topology of EEG activity is less integrated in the
Binding condition.
Noticeably, the USP failed to find meaningful network information in this task because,
even after transformation, all the weight magnitudes were in a range such that the shortest
weighted path between each pair of nodes was the weight of the single edge joining them.
Table 6 shows the results for distinguishing the difference in both α and β activity existing
between AD patients and healthy age matched control. For the CST, an effect is noticed in V
of α activity (Fig 7, right) and a larger effect is found in the P of β activity (Fig 7, left). Since P
of CST networks is inversely relational to C of arbitrary threshold networks, this tells us that β
of AD patients is less segregated than control. Contrasting with this, the activity in α suggest a
more scale-free network in the alpha band of AD patients than in age matched control.
Fig 6. Scatter plots of degree variance for CST networks of eyes open vs eyes closed resting state conditions in α, left, and degree
variance for CST networks of shape only vs shape-colour binding conditions in the right screen in β, right.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.g006
Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficients of metrics in eyes open (EO)—Eyes closed (EC) dataset for the CST and weighted metrics (wgt).
Metric corr. EC (CST) EO (CST) EC (wgt) EO (wgt)
ρ(M1, M2) 0.7662 0.9692 0.9993 0.9512
ρ(M1, M3) -0.0458 -0.7301 0.9999 0.9996
ρ(M2, M3) -0.1695 0.6677 0.9994 0.9576
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.t004
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Density
The densities for the datasets used in this study are as in Table 7. For the USP we see both a
dependency on network size, where the WCH networks are less dense with increasing size,
and on the distribution of weights, where analysis of real datasets becomes implausible since
connectivity, averaged over trials, creates a smaller spread and so redundant shortest paths.
The MST and ECO are dependent on network size as is obvious from their formulations. The
Table 5. The p-values from paired t-tests between Shape only and shape colour binding tasks in β-band 30-channel EEG PLI networks. Formatting
as in Table 3.
Hemifield Metric CST MST USP ECO Weight
Left M1 0.5128 0.7186 - 0.0059 0.1007
M2 0.0898 0.1383 - 0.1870 0.1010
M3 0.8997 0.0911 - 0.0238 0.1010
Right M1 0.5877 0.1919 - 0.5504 0.7742
M2 0.9196 0.5716 - 0.5038 0.7733
M3 0.0088 0.8146 - 0.2138 0.7733
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.t005
Table 6. The p-values from population t-tests of network measures AD and control in 16-channel EEG PLI networks.
Freq. band Metric CST MST USP ECO Weight
Alpha M1 0.0852 0.3468 0.1167 0.7496 0.6736
M2 0.3634 0.2630 0.1081 0.0582 0.4189
M3 0.0406 0.7324 0.0942 0.2089 0.5570
Beta M1 0.0062 0.4618 0.1500 0.9775 0.7080
M2 0.0529 0.6245 0.1485 0.4946 0.4215
M3 0.1782 0.5437 0.1397 0.2575 0.5564
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.t006
Fig 7. Box plots of connection density, left, and degree variance, right, for CST networks of AD and control in β and α,
respectively.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.g007
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CST binarises the network consistently with a density between 0.3–0.5. From the models
we notice that the higher the paramater, s, the less dense are the resulting CST networks. Net-
work size appears to have much less effect, which provides evidence to suggest that the CST is
dependent on topology, but not on network size.
Discussion
From the simulation results of complex hierarchy models we see from proportional thresholds
that a larger density range is more effective than sparse models. This agrees with our hypothe-
sis that complex hierarchical models contain a density of information beyond what sparse lev-
els of binarisation can reveal. The fact that the real results for EEG datasets confirm the results
in simulations provides further strength to the argument that EEG functional connectivity is
highly hierarchically complex and so that sparsity is not always the best working hypothesis for
functional brain networks. Other evidence in EEG studies alluding to the benefit of medium
density ranges has been documented [7, 18, 23]. For a physiological rationale for medium den-
sities we can, for instance, regard function as not only emerging through physical connections
Table 7. Mean and standard deviation (M ± SD) of densities of CST, USP, MST and ECO networks. WCH## = Weighted Complex Hierarchy model of
size ##; s = strength parameter of WCH model; PLI## = Phase-Lag Index networks of size ##.
Dataset Condition CST USP MST ECO
WCH16 s = 0.1 0.49 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.08 2/16 = 0.125 3/15 = 0.20
s = 0.15 0.46 ± 0.05 0.59 ± 0.08
s = 0.2 0.44 ± 0.06 0.62 ± 0.08
s = 0.25 0.41 ± 0.06 0.64 ± 0.09
s = 0.3 0.40 ± 0.06 0.64 ± 0.05
WCH32 s = 0.1 0.48 ± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.07 2/32 = 0.0625 3/31 = 0.0968
s = 0.15 0.45 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.06
s = 0.2 0.42 ± 0.04 0.52 ± 0.07
s = 0.25 0.39 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.07
s = 0.3 0.37 ± 0.04 0.54 ± 0.08
WCH64 s = 0.1 0.48 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.05 2/64 = 0.0312 3/63 = 0.0476
s = 0.15 0.45 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.05
s = 0.2 0.41 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0.05
s = 0.25 0.38 ± 0.04 0.45 ± 0.05
s = 0.3 0.36 ± 0.04 0.45 ± 0.06
WCH128 s = 0.1 0.47 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.04 2/128 = 0.0156 3/127 = 0.0236
s = 0.15 0.45 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.03
s = 0.2 0.40 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.03
s = 0.25 0.37 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.04
s = 0.3 0.35 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.06
PLI16 Patient 0.47 ± 0.04 1 ± 0 2/16 = 0.125 3/15 = 0.20
Control 0.41 ± 0.05 0.98 ± 0.05
PLI30 Shape Left 0.41 ± 0.07 1 ± 0 2/30 = 0.0667 3/29 = 0.1034
Shape Right 0.40 ± 0.06 1 ± 0
Bind Left 0.42 ± 0.06 1 ± 0
Bind Right 0.41 ± 0.08 1 ± 0
PLI129 Eyes closed 0.35 ± 0.07 0.98 ± 0.04 2/129 = 0.0155 3/128 = 0.0234
Eyes open 0.36 ± 0.07 0.98 ± 0.06
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0186164.t007
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as hypothesised in the sparsity hypothesis, but through globally interdependent synchronisa-
tions via rapid interregional communications.
Binarised networks generally outperformed weighted approaches in our simulations. Fur-
thermore, weighted network metrics should be used with caution. Particularly, we advise
checking their correlations with the mean connection strength.
Other efforts looking to study the role of less strong connections in brain networks have
also considered intermediate thresholding by considering networks constructed from connec-
tions within different ranges of connectivity strength [21, 22]. However, studying such topolo-
gies is hindered by the fact that the true overlying hierarchical structure becomes hidden.
Nodes having more edges in an intermediate level does not, for instance, indicate that that
node is a hub, but rather that most of its connections lie within the given range. That is to say
that intermediate connections maybe interesting to study, but constructing network topologies
from them for analysis is rather obscure. The role of the weakest connections, or, if you will,
topological gaps of brain connectivity is also an active area of research [22]. One can consider,
in fact that medium density binarisation does much more to account for such features than
sparse binarisations since these gaps become much more defined in higher densities.
As an important addition, the results show that the random topological attacks, rather than
targeted topological attacks, are the most effective at deconstructing the topology of our simu-
lations. This perhaps seems counter-intuitive, but can be explained by the fact that only the
very top levels of the hierarchy are attacked in the targeted setting, whereas the topology in the
remaining levels remains largely intact and, in fact, a new ‘top level’ emerges, maintaining the
differences exhibited in the strength parameter, s, between the two sets of topology. In fact this
agrees with previous functional connectivity studies which detailed the greater resilience of
functional brain networks to targeted attacks [42, 43]. These simulations thus provide the
clues as to how the hierarchical structure of functional brain networks play a vital role in this
resilience.
The results for V in both the Eyes open vs closed and Shape vs Binding datasets combined
can explain that more intensive stimulation (eyes open and Binding) leads to a drop in net-
work efficiency where more localised activity is required for higher functional processing [1,
3]. The results for the AD dataset indicate both the increased power in binarisation with the
CST compared to other approaches and highlights the importance of binarisation itself for dis-
tinguishing dysfunctional AD topology.
AD network studies, over varying platforms, network sizes and density ranges, have been
found to show seemingly contrasting results [4]. Particularly, Tijm’s et al. [4] reported that
these studies were at different density ranges, and in many cases the density range was simply
not recorded. Importantly, no functional studies reported density ranges over 25%. Nonethe-
less, we note that our results are in agreement with a 149 node MEG PLI study by Stam et al.
[44], showing lower clustering in AD than control (density not recorded). This is indicative of
a move to a more random topology [45].
In terms of network size our simulations suggest that the larger the networks are, the more
likely it is that topological differences will be picked up by commonly used metrics. This trend
is bucked by the MST for which there is a marked drop off from 32 nodes to 128 nodes. This,
however may be explained by the fact that at 32 nodes, the MST makes up 2/n = 6.25% of all
possible connections whereas at 64 nodes this percentage is 3.12% and for 128 nodes it is just
1.56% which is in line with the previous discussion that lower network densities can inhibit
the ability to find topological differences.
The CST is presented here as a sensitive and powerful binarisation technique for network
modelling of EEG phase-based functional connectivity. In simulations it performed to a
high standard in all network sizes and topological comparisons as well as in robustness to
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topological attacks. This was echoed in the results of the real data sets where it was consistently
able to identify differences in the presented conditions with not obviously correlated metrics.
From the simulation results we can infer a large part of this ability to the density range in
which the CST binarises the network. We must note, of course, that all of our real data were
from EEG recordings and thus we are cautious of similar comparisons for e.g. fMRI. Indeed,
we must acknowledge the limitations and narrow focus of this study for EEG PLI networks.
Further, although we conjecture that hierarchical complexity of network topology may be
behind the CSTs success, there remain unanswered questions and there is certainly scope for
better topological thresholds to be developed based on such hypotheses. We hope this study
will stimulate interesting discussions and inspire future research in this direction.
The MST is seen to be robust to fluctuations of the underlying network [15]. It holds appeal
in studies where sparsity is desirable, showing utility in a number of other studies [46–49],
although it must be noted that in these studies it was not compared with other binarisation
methods. In our study, however it appears ineffective and particularly so in larger networks
which noticeably corresponds to the MST making up less and less of the connection density as
the network grows. This concurs with a recent study where we argued that the robustness to
fluctuations also means a poverty of information, supported by evidence from an EEG dataset
of cognitive tasks [23].
The USP is the set union of those edges which form the shortest paths between all possible
pairs of electrodes. Since, in general, all weights of a functional connectivity network lie
between 0 and 1, it is likely that a large percentage of the shortest paths in the network will be
constituted of just the single edge joining those nodes. Thus, we can expect very high density
networks which only differ in topology by the weakest connections. Indeed, in the original
paper [17] the authors did not implement any transformation of the weights and reported den-
sities above 90%. To try and counter this unwanted outcome we used a negative exponential
transform of the weights before extracting the union of shortest paths, however, in the end it
appeared that this was limited in its ability to mitigate the flaws of this method. This was most
apparent in the VSTM tasks where it turned out that every shortest path was just the edge
between each pair of nodes, redundantly returning complete networks. We believe that further
work would need to be done regarding the reliability of the USP in order to make it of use to
the neuroscience community.
Although generally outperformed by the CST, we note an agreement with the introductory
paper of the ECO threshold [19] that it generally outperforms the MST. Therefore, we would
recommend it over the MST in cases where sparse densities appear more important. It was
also able to detect differences in the left hemifield condition of the VSTM dataset. The fact that
a mutually exclusive difference was found in the right hemifield condition with the CST sug-
gests the interest in considering how different density ranges may reveal different topological
traits of conditions. For example, one may conclude from these results that the backbone of
the network is effected by binding in the left hemifield, but that in the right hemifield the bind-
ing effect is notable rather in the ‘fleshed out’ regions of the network.
We note that research is also undertaken into statistical methods on expected values of con-
nectivity methods to threshold the network [2]. However, rather than resolving the arbitrary
choice problem, it merely diverts it towards the statistical significance paradigm, where arbi-
trary standards (e.g. α = 0.05) have long been adopted to mitigate an intractable problem. In
our case we can rely on graph topological techniques so the problem is not intractable. More-
over, as we have seen, it can be more beneficial to include a large number of edges since it
allows for richer information coming from the hierarchical relationships of lower degree
nodes. Further problems with a statistical approach relate to difficulties in finding the correct
solutions for the numerous new connectivity measures available in a way that is consistent and
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reliable, biases from the size of available data, and, in the case of data surrogate methods, biases
due to network size [2]. Other researchers look towards the integration of different density
ranges, however such an approach will have a tendency towards diluting the potency of poten-
tial differences [13] or falling prey to the multiple comparison problem. We note that, without
a ground truth, we rely on the assumption that contrasting conditions provokes a contrast in
functional connectivity. Further, although small sample sizes are common in the literature, we
fully encourage the move towards larger sample sizes from which more powerful and robust
results can be obtained. We find the PLI to be reliable and straightforward to interpret but we
recognise that finding appropriate connectivity measures is a much debated topic with many
considerations including hypotheses of how brain function takes place; the part and frequen-
cies of the signals that should be used for a given paradigm; whether the measure should pro-
vide directedness; and whether the signals should be orthogonalised or relocated to the source
space.
Conclusion
The hierarchical topologies of simulated weighted complex hierarchy models and several real
datasets of EEG functional connectivity assessed from phase dependencies are found to be well
characterised by non-arbitrary binarisations using the CST and arbitrary density binarisations
in the range of 40%–50%. It is conjectured that this is due to their topologies in this range
accounting for a wider range of hierarchical structure, i.e. not just the connectivity in the larg-
est degree nodes. The CST and weighted networks were shown to be robust to random and
targeted topological attacks when compared with MST, USP and ECO graphs. In three real
datasets constituting varied neuroscientific questions, the medium density range which the
CST occupies does indeed appear to be useful with other evidence showing that the ECO is
useful in sparse densities. Considering both sparse and larger densities in tandem may prove a
more effective way forward than either on their own. We were able to successfully identify dif-
ferent topologies in resting states, in VSTM cognitive tasks and in AD patients compared with
control with a notable performance from the CST. This study also validates the WCH model
as a sensitive tool for topological comparisons of great relevance to the EEG.
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